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The Data Home - An Introduction
‘The Data Home’ is a vision of how we will harness the potential of
digital information and intelligence to run our homes in the near future.

As useful data increasingly becomes available to the homeowner, our
ability to use it to simplify our lives increases.

For existing homes, the project to retrofit data and intelligence may be
slow.   But for most of us, the pile of documents in the bottom of the
kitchen drawer, or the PDFs in a Dropbox folder, will no longer be
sufficient

But new homes offer a tantalising chance to experiment with a
fundamentally different way of managing the property in our lives.
Buyers of new homes are taking possession of properties built for the
digital environment. They are also built by an increasingly digital
construction environment producing valuable, share-able data.

For Homebuilders and their customers, the ‘Data Home’ shows the need
to go beyond the traditional paper handover pack.

This document outlines the data that will be  required by buyers of new
homes in the 21C to allow them to run and maintain their property.  It is
the first output from the ‘Re-ImaginingBIM’ project being conducted by
property logbook company Chimni, and BIM specialists xbim.

–

Nigel Walley
MD - Chimni
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Summary
‘The Data Home’ is a vision of how we will harness the potential of digital information to create
added value for buyers of new homes.

● The study recognised that both housebuilders and home buyers are operating in an

increasingly digital and interconnected world, and that the home is an increasingly digital

and ‘smart’ environment.

● There is a growing expectation that homeowners will have access and control of data about

many aspects of their life and their home is no different. It is no longer tenable for

construction professionals, Local Authorities and suppliers to have more information about a

home than the homeowner has.

● Homeowners are already using apps and services to manage their smart systems, heating,

lighting and entertainment.  This increasingly familiarity with smart systems is increasing

their appetite and expectation for data about their homes.

● Homeowners recognised the difference between the digital information they needed to be

aware of its Construction, its Performance, the normal Operating and its Maintenance.

Although everyone recognised the overlap between those areas, the Data we identified as

necessary in this new digital world is broken down into those four areas.

● Many of the data sets we identified as core to the homeowners new experience will be

created by suppliers and providers of components of new homes. The role of the developer

will be to find ways to pass it on in formats and in services that make sense to homeowners -

property logbooks will be central to this process.

● Whereas much of this information would have been held in paper, PDF or ‘unconnected’ IT

systems, in this new world, the information is being digitised, opened up and held in

connectable, open-web formats.

● The data required to service this vision can be amassed through the design and construction
stage and could provide a rationale for the housebuilding industry to make more extensive
use of systems like Building Information Modelling (BIM).

● Housebuilders need to recognise they have responsibilities to their buyers in this world.  Its
time for the humble handover pack to grow up and become the home management app that
buyers will increasingly expect!
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Project Background

The ‘Re-ImaginingBIM’ project is an InnovateUK funded investigation run by property logbook
company Chimni, and open-BIM specialists xbim.

The background to the project is a rapidly evolving technical backdrop to the residential property
world, characterised by:

● The increasing availability of shareable, usable data about our homes and the materials and
systems used to build them.

● Our homes increasingly becoming complex ‘systems’ with smart and/or connected
technology interwoven with the fabric of the building

● Our homes becoming combination of physical and digital assets (with data records being
amassed around them)

● An increased requirement by Govt in the post-Grenfell world for homes to be able to report
and lodge data centrally…and

● An emerging requirement for homes to address the requirements for NetZero with the data
and tools for retrofitting to new standards.

Historically the new home ‘handover pack’ has been an all or nothing ‘data dump’ contained in a
paper file with every brochure, manual, guarantee, warrantee and certificate the homebuilder can
find. Even the more recently launched portal services, with complex mechanisms to exchange PDFs,
fall into this.

The project showed the need for handover data to be presented digitally and for it to contain a far
wider set of data points than had previously been considered.  Most importantly, the project showed
the need to present data in consumer-friendly forms based on the needs and usage patterns of
running a home. The emergence of digital logbooks offers the chance to do something new.

For homeowners, the key need was to be easily able to sample, summarise and share sub-sets of the
data with third parties - these might be lenders or insurers, furniture and fittings suppliers,
construction professionals and supplies.
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Scenarios & Data Types

The ‘Re-Imagining BIM’ study worked with homeowners and service providers to un-pack the data
required to own and run a new home. We started with homeowner scenarios then built the data
requirements around them.

Scenarios
The consumer research that underpinned the project sought to focus on basic human ‘scenarios’ for
data use.  In this context a ‘Scenario’ is a description of a homeowner need or behaviour that could
lead to a requirement for some digital information. Very often these are illuminated by the kind of
question that homeowners ask or are asked.:

“What is my home made of?”

“How big is the lounge?”

“ How much energy is my home meant to use?”

“Will that sofa fit in the window?”

“Where is the stopcock?”

Data Types

The project identified four categories of data that could be passed to buyers of new homes when
they take possession of them:

A. Construction Records

B. Performance & Certification

C. Operating Data

D. Maintenance Data

These four categories of data are not mutually exclusive with, for example, construction data being
required for certain maintenance functions.  However, the categories help us think about both the
source of the data and how we might present it to homeowners in a meaningful way - for example
through a Property Logbook.

Note:  The project team identified that the type of information required by different parties where
there is a freeholder, leaseholder and tenant adds a level of complexity that will be crucial to solve
but is not covered by this report.
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Scenarios & Data 1:

Construction
Records
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Construction Record Scenarios

‘What is my home made of?’

Previously this might have seemed an abstract question for most buyers of new homes, and not one
they would feel compelled to have the answers to.  However recent events (like the Grenfell Tower
fire) and a new focus on materials and carbon (as part of the drive for NetZero) have made
homeowners, finance companies, insurers and councils more sensitive to the need to be able to
answer it simply.

Our project imagined the following scenarios where a homeowner would want to be able to access
or share data in digital format.

Materials Record - ‘What is my home made of?’ - Your mortgage company has asked for a
summary of construction type and materials before they consider a
mortgage or green loan.

Embodied Carbon - ‘Your insurance company wants to understand the embodied
carbon/NetZero nature of your home before insuring it.  You send them a
pre-prepared summary from the Chimni app.

Contractor Packs - Your builder asks ‘can I drill here’? You give them a ‘contractors pack’ of
information with everything they need to know

Measured floorplans 1 A homeowner is looking to get a quote for
carpet or flooring. They have a fully dimensioned, downloadable floorplan
in an app that they can send to the supplier. The floorplans can be sent as a
PDF or as an openCAD file if the supplier uses an automated costing system.

Measured Floorplans 2 A homeowner looking for a new kitchen can
upload a fully measured plan into systems run by companies like IKEA.  The
file auto converts to that used by the retailer who can quickly produce a
design.
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Construction Records Data
The following data types/formats cover the construction data that Chimni expect to collate on behalf
of a homeowner.   Not all of this data is expected to be produced via a BIM file.

Data Detail Format

Build Date The agreed date an owner needs to record with
official bodies

Date

Boundary Plans A polygon marked on a local plan linked to an
OS Map that clearly shows a property’s
boundaries.

A GIS file and co-ordinates

Typology A summary term describing the type of home
(based on the RICS definitions)?

Text

Construction
Summary (text)

A short text describing the main construction
methodology and materials

Text

Construction
Summary (Drngs)

Summary architectural drawings in a format
that can be passed on to another architect or
contractor

.DWG

Materials Records A list of materials used with their embodied
carbon and circular/re-usability statements

Roof Types Text to pass on to third parties, either as part of
a summary description (for finance companies)
or specific wall descriptions for contractors

Text

Floorplans (floors) Summary diagram for each floor .DWG

Floorplans (rooms) A schedule/list of rooms with a reference no.
and a naming convention

Measurements that allow a diagram to be
rendered in an app.

List

Data

Room Heights Ceiling heights for all rooms and key spaces List
Data

Walls A schedule/list of walls with a reference no.
For each wall this should include text to pass on
to third parties, either as part of a summary
description (for finance companies) or specific
wall descriptions for contractors  (eg ‘100mm
blockwork’)

List

Text

Surface Finishes Based on schedule above this might include
surface treatment (eg plaster) and/or paint
codes

Text
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Electrical layouts Homeowners need a ‘key facts’ summary to
pass on to future electrical contractors.

Diagrams (.JPG)

Doors A schedule/list of doors with a reference no.
and a room code.

A schedule of hardware related to each door

Text summary
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)
Product details
(VCARD .vcf format)

Windows A schedule/list of windows with a reference no.
and a room code.

A schedule of hardware related to each
window

Text summary
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)
Product details

Insulation Summaries Increasingly requested with NetZero in mind,
this should be a summary statement including
type, thickness, location (eg at roofline or at
beamline)

Text summary
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)
Product details

Other materials List of other items and materials used in
construction broken down by room -
particularly kitchen and bathrooms.

Text summary
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)
Product details

Embodied carbon An embodied carbon statement summarising
carbon held in all key materials

TBC
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Scenarios & Data 2:

Performance
& Certification
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Performance & Certification Scenarios

How do I benchmark my home?

Certification ‘What standards was my home built to?’ - My insurance company wants
info on the build and performance standards of all the materials used
before they will give me insurance.

Energy Use ‘How do I know if I am using too much energy?’ - You check your Chimni
app to see the benchmark usage Your mortgage company has asked for a
summary of construction type and materials before they consider a
mortgage or green loan.

Air Quality ‘Is the air quality safe for the kids?’ - The sensors built into your new home
deliver data into a Chimni app that allows you to keep an eye on air quality
standards without running multiple apps.

Energy Use ‘How often should I get this place checked?’ - Your Chimni app gives you a
year planner with the key dates for recertification already entered, and with
integration with your online calendar an option.
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Performance & Certification Data
The following data types/formats cover the performance and certification data that Chimni expect to
collate on behalf of a homeowner.   Not all of this data is expected to be produced via a BIM file.

Data Detail Format

Statutory Certificates A batch of documents covering Planning &
Building Control sign-offs for key work

PDFs and links to council
websites

EPC Summary data giving the Performance data for
the home

5 key data points
PDF copy
Link to EPC on national
register

Airtightness Certification of airtightness Text

FENSA Certificates PDF copy
Link to national FENSA
register

Energy Use Forecast Forecast energy use profiles to establish
benchmarks to measure against

TBC

EWS1 forms Specifically for blocks over 16M high.
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Scenarios & Data 3:

Operating Your
Home
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Operating Data Scenarios

How do I run my home?

We separated ‘operating’ from ‘maintaining’ as homeowners had a clear idea of the difference
between the day to day running of their homes, and the need to do work on them intermittently.  A
recurring theme in the discussion was the idea that a Chimni user may want access to information
they don’t know they need to see. This may be because of a force majeure event or because a piece
of information is needed by another more specialised party.

Heating ‘Is there an app to run this? How to hand over account information for
the apps that accompany the complex systems that are being built into
new homes .

Energy Control ‘Can I turn all the lights off automatically?’ Knowing which bits of your
home consumer the most energy and having the systems to monitor and
manage energy use.

Buying Furniture “Will this sofa fit in the window bay at home” with an app that holds your
room dimensions, you can check furniture dimensions in store.  More
advanced retailers will have QR codes for each piece of furniture that
automatically drop dimensions (and 3D images) into the measured plan for
review.

Bulbs/Fittings “Get a bulb for the bathroom while you are out?” A homeowner can buy
bulbs etc for their home in a DIY store as they have a full list of bulb and
fitting specs in an app.   Retailers will eventually hold your bulb spec in their
systems and deliver automatically.
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Operating Data
The following data types/formats cover the operating  data that Chimni expect to collate on behalf of
a homeowner.   Not all of this data is expected to be produced via a BIM file.

Data Detail Format

Obligations Particularly for homes with shared access or
shared common parts.  A summary of rights
and obligations to freeholders, other owners or
the public.  To be consistent with listing on Title
documents at HMLR

Text

‘Systems’ List A summary list of technical systems (eg central
heating) installed with the property giving key
data points (brand, model, model number) and
links to manufacturers FAQs

Text Summary
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)
Make, Model & Batch No.

User ‘Manuals’ Beyond the PDF - if possible. Links to manufacturers
FAQs and user videos

‘White Goods’ List A summary list of white good installed with the
property giving key data points (brand, model,
model number) and links to manufacturers
FAQs

Text Summary
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)
Make, Model & Batch No.

User ‘Manuals’ Beyond the PDF - if possible. Links to manufactures
FAQs and user videos

Utilities Supplier lists and account details Supplier contact info
Account info
(VCARD .vcf format)

Smart Meters Details of data outputs Data feed from the SM
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Scenarios & Data 4:

Maintaining
Your Home
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Maintenance Scenarios

How do I keep it running and fix it when it breaks?

Measured Walls “How big a paint job is this?” A homeowner is looking to get a quote for
decoration. They can send a ‘decoration plan’ with walls itemised,
numbered and measured to the decorator. The file can be sent as a PDF or
as an openCAD file if the supplier uses an automated costing system.

Systems Maintenance ‘When am I meant to get the boiler serviced? A homeowner with a new
central heating system needs to know when to maintain it. They should be
able to pull maintenance information from a BIM Object into their home
management software. Eventually the apps will link into online FAQs and
maintenance services

Emergencies ‘Where’s the bloody stopcock?’ In an emergency, the location and key
functions of the stopcock, and fuseboard are easily findable, with
instructions on how to use them in an emergency.

White Goods Defects “How do I fix the fridge?” A homeowner with faulty white goods should be
able to pull parts and maintenance information from a BIM Object into
their home management software.

External Maintenance “When am I meant to clean the cladding and gutters” with an app that
holds your room dimensions, you can check furniture dimensions in store.
More advanced retailers will have QR codes for each piece of furniture that
automatically drop dimensions (and 3D images) into the measured plan for
review.
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Maintenance Data

The following data types/formats cover the operating  data that Chimni expect to collate on behalf of
a homeowner.   Not all of this data is expected to be produced via a BIM file.

Data Detail Format

Maintainable Assets Linked to Construction Info

Manufacturers contact info plus related
accounts (online access info)

URLs
Account Info

Service plans Schedules and notifications to maintain and
service key systems and white goods
equipment that has been installed.

Text Notifications
Calendar date entries
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)

Warrantees Warrantees, Guarantees and service plan
documentation.
Manufacturers contact info plus related
accounts (online access info)

Manufacturers contact
info plus related accounts
(online access info)

‘Whole House’
maintenance

Schedules and notifications to maintain the
wider fabric of the building (eg gutter clearing).
Manufacturers contact info plus related
accounts (online access info)

Text Notifications

Calendar date entries

Troubleshooting Text instructions with how to deal with the
main

Manufacturers contact
info plus related accounts
(online access info)

Emergency Data Location information for key homeowner
controls (switch panels, stop cocks etc)

Text
Images / diagrams
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Conclusions
s

Appendix:
Data Specifics
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Data Specifics

The following data types/formats cover ALL data that Chimni expect to collate on behalf of a
homeowner.   Not all of this data is expected to be produced via a BIM file.

Construction Records

Data Detail Format Source

Build Date The agreed date an owner needs to
record with official bodies

Date Developer

Boundary Plans A polygon marked on a local plan
linked to an OS Map that clearly shows
a property’s boundaries.

A GIS file and
co-ordinates

Developer

Typology A summary term describing the type of
home (based on the RICS definitions)?

Text Developer

Construction
Summary (text)

A short text describing the main
construction methodology and
materials

Text Architect

Construction
Summary (Drngs)

Summary architectural drawings in a
format that can be passed on to
another architect or contractor

.DWG Architect

Materials Records A list of materials used with their
embodied carbon and
circular/re-usability statements

Text
URL links to
certification sites

Architect
Manufacturers

Roof Types Text to pass on to third parties, either
as part of a summary description (for
finance companies) or specific wall
descriptions for contractors

Text Architect

Floorplans (floors) Summary diagram for each floor .DWG Architect

Floorplans
(rooms)

A schedule/list of rooms with a
reference no. and a naming convention

Measurements that allow a diagram to
be rendered in an app.

List

Data

Architect

Room Heights Ceiling heights for all rooms and key
spaces

List
Data

Architect

Walls A schedule/list of walls with a
reference no.
For each wall this should include text
to pass on to third parties, either as
part of a summary description (for
finance companies) or specific wall

List

Text

Architect
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descriptions for contractors  (eg
‘100mm blockwork’)

Surface Finishes Based on schedule above this might
include surface treatment (eg plaster)
and/or paint codes

Text Architect

Electrical layouts Homeowners need a ‘key facts’
summary to pass on to future
electrical contractors.

Diagrams (.JPG) Architect

Doors A schedule/list of doors with a
reference no. and a room code.

A schedule of hardware related to
each door

Text summary
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)
Product details
(VCARD .vcf format)

Architect

Windows A schedule/list of windows with a
reference no. and a room code.

A schedule of hardware related to
each window

Text summary
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)
Product details

Architect

Insulation
Summaries

Increasingly requested with NetZero in
mind, this should be a summary
statement including type, thickness,
location (eg at roofline or at beamline)

Text summary
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)
Product details

Architect

Other materials List of other items and materials used
in construction broken down by room -
particularly kitchen and bathrooms.

Text summary
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)
Product details

Architect

Embodied carbon An embodied carbon statement
summarising carbon held in all key
materials

TBC TBC
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Performance & Certification

Data Detail Format Source

Statutory
Certificates

A batch of documents covering
Planning & Building Control sign-offs
for key work

PDFs and links to
council websites

Developer

EPC Summary data giving the Performance
data for the home

5 key data points
PDF copy
Link to EPC on
national register

Developer

Airtightness Certification of airtightness Text Architect

FENSA Certificates PDF copy
Link to national
FENSA register

Architect

Energy Use
Forecast

Forecast energy use profiles to
establish benchmarks to measure
against

TBC Architect

EWS1 forms Specifically for blocks over 16M high. Architect
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Operating Data
How do I run all the systems in my home?

Data Detail Format Source

Obligations Particularly for homes with shared
access or shared common parts.  A
summary of rights and obligations to
freeholders, other owners or the
public.  To be consistent with listing on
Title documents at HMLR

Text Developer

‘Systems’ List A summary list of technical systems (eg
central heating) installed with the
property giving key data points (brand,
model, model number) and links to
manufacturers FAQs

Text Summary
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)
Make, Model &
Batch No.

Architect

User ‘Manuals’ Beyond the PDF - if possible. Links to
manufacturers  FAQs
and user videos

Developer

‘White Goods’ List A summary list of white good installed
with the property giving key data
points (brand, model, model number)
and links to manufacturers FAQs

Text Summary
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)
Make, Model &
Batch No.

Architect

User ‘Manuals’ Beyond the PDF - if possible. Links to
manufactures FAQs
and user videos

Architect

Utilities Supplier lists and account details Supplier contact info
Account info
(VCARD .vcf format)

Developer

Smart Meters Details of data outputs Data feed from the
SM

Developer
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Maintenance Data
How do I keep it running and fix it when it breaks?

Data Detail Format Source

Maintainable
Assets

Linked to Construction Info

Manufacturers contact info plus
related accounts (online access info)

URLs
Account Info

Architect

Service plans Schedules and notifications to
maintain and service key systems and
white goods equipment that has been
installed.

Text Notifications
Calendar date entries
Supplier contact info
(VCARD .vcf format)

Developer

Warrantees Warrantees, Guarantees and service
plan documentation.
Manufacturers contact info plus
related accounts (online access info)

Manufacturers
contact info plus
related accounts
(online access info)

Architect

‘Whole House’
maintenance

Schedules and notifications to
maintain the wider fabric of the
building (eg gutter clearing).
Manufacturers contact info plus
related accounts (online access info)

Text Notifications

Calendar date entries

Developer

Troubleshooting Text instructions with how to deal with
the main

Manufacturers
contact info plus
related accounts
(online access info)

Developer

Emergency Data Location information for key
homeowner controls (switch panels,
stop cocks etc)

Text
Images / diagrams

Developer
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